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Learning Objectives 

 Discover the connectivity between AutoCAD associative underlays with Inventor 

 Learn how to develop parts and features from existing AutoCAD drawings 

 Learn how to create assembly relationships based on AutoCAD geometry 

 Learn how to use underlays for multiple layout purposes in Inventor 

 
Description 
Autodesk Inventor 2016 software introduced a new and exciting way to work in multiple CAD programs to 
accomplish your design needs with associative AutoCAD DWGTM software files.  This update to the Inventor 
software core programming has opened more avenues for design and workflow methods involving collaboration 
with outside parties as well as in-house layout techniques.  In this class we will explore the new functionality in 
different scenarios involving the associative DWGTM. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your AU Experts 
Mark Flayler is Application Engineer with IMAGINiT Technologies, specializing in manufacturing 
environments. He has implemented the Autodesk, Inc., manufacturing products with several industries, 
including the blow/injection molding, automotive, and custom machinery markets. Inventor software 
has been a profound augmentation in his abilities, enabling him to bring 3D Digital Prototyping to the 
forefront of the industries with which he has interacted. He has extensive experience and a 
comprehensive understanding of the technical, practical business, and human dimensions of 
implementation. He is an effective and skillful communicator, consulting with his clients to help achieve 
their business objectives. Mark is an Autodesk Authorized Training Center (ATC) Certified Instructor and 
he provides training, support, and implementation. Mark is Partner Service Expert (PSE) certified and 
ATC certified in AutoCAD software, AutoCAD Mechanical software, AutoCAD Electrical software, 
Autodesk Data Management software, and Inventor software. 
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Associative AutoCAD Underlays Overview 

Previously, when an AutoCAD DWG file was selected for opening within the Autodesk Inventor software, 
you could either open the file for viewing or import it so that it is converted into Autodesk Inventor 
geometry for use in a sketch but no dynamic update was available from the AutoCAD file. 

 
With the release of Autodesk Inventor 2016 you can now import an AutoCAD DWG file into an Autodesk 
Inventor part file as an associative underlay.  The DWG underlay can be imported on one or more work 
planes or faces, enabling you to utilize it sketches and to create associative geometry.  If changes are 
made in the source AutoCAD DWG file, the change can be updated automatically in the Autodesk 
Inventor file.  Additionally, in assembly files, you can use relationships to create connect a DWG 
underlay geometry and components. 

 
 

In this course we will be investigating this new relationship between AutoCAD and Inventor for various 
design and collaboration purpose.
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Workflows Involving AutoCAD Linked Geometry 

With new Inventor features comes new workflows in design.  While not everyone falls into these 
workflows listed below or some may view using AutoCAD as the control document as passé, there is no 
incorrect process as long as you are productive and tracking designs and revisions properly.  AutoCAD is 
still very much alive in large and small organizations and internal and external collaboration can still 
hinge on proper DWG etiquette.  Here are some examples of how the AutoCAD underlay can impact 
your design methodology. 
 
Working with Vendors 
There are still a lot of vendors that use AutoCAD as a principal design tool as well as a 
primary deliverable since most 3D CAD programs can export to a simulated AutoCAD 
format.  When new updates come in from the vendor to replace an existing drawing, 
the use of AutoCAD underlays can speed the update process for your 3D Model 
created from this geometry.  Care should be excised with the guidelines and pitfalls 
documented in this handout. 
 
Internal Updates 
AutoCAD files that are still live documents for updates and simple revisions are very much a reality.  Try 
as we may, some users are still very happy with AutoCAD and have put off the shift to 3D modeling for 
reasons that are sometimes practical and other times unreasonable.  When a design in a company 
requires 3D modeling but the controlling document is still in 2D, the ability to use an associative 
underlay in the 3D model can be very attractive to the design process.  Regardless of the data 
management plan in place, this is a reality for some companies where the 2D remains the document of 
record and the assembly with the 3D part is not due to team limitations or other business factors.  
 
Layout Planning 
Using AutoCAD geometry for layout purposes can aide in 
many workflows such as initial space planning, creation 
of 3D assets inside an Inventor assembly, and dynamic 
movement based on changes to the initial AutoCAD 
layout. 
 

 
 
 
 
Complex Geometry 
Rather than redrawing entire sketches inside 
Inventor for existing parts in AutoCAD, the underlay 
can be used to reuse complex geometry that may be 
time consuming to recreate in Inventor.  The 
Inventor model may or may not become the 
document of record, but we have hastened the 
model creation time considerably. 
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AutoCAD DWG Stability and Import Preparedness 

The stability and organization of an AutoCAD drawing are important factors to consider when 
attempting to use a file as an underlay in Autodesk Inventor.  Dynamics such as layers, blocks, external 
references and general updating strategy should be well thought out ahead of time if a link is to be 
maintained to the drawing file. 
 

 Origin 
Moving AutoCad geometry to and from the origin in AutoCAD after being imported into Inventor can 
cause drastic changes to the general location of the geometry inside your sketches if projected 
geometry is used directly for feature profiles. 
 

  Geometry 
Perhaps the most important aspect of using linked AutoCAD geometry in Inventor is the logical 
modification of geometry so that projected references, constraints, and joints are maintained.  If an 
object is deleted and recreated in AutoCAD, then Inventor sees it as a new entity and the previous 
reference becomes orphaned geometry (yes that dreaded pink stuff).  It is important to only modify 
what exists already when a file has been linked.  Work process instructions should be given to parties 
that would adjust the geometry within the parameters of the design.  Locking layers can be very 
effective in preventing unwanted updates to the geometry. 
 

 Layers 
The layers in the drawing to be linked should be setup logically so that usage in the Inventor model 
makes sense.  If an object is moved from one layer to another then the geometry in the Inventor model 
will update automatically to reflect the layer change.  Commands like LAYWALK, LAYMRG, and PURGE 
should be used accordingly.  As well as PEDIT, OVERKILL, and BLOCK to make sure geometry is organized 
appropriately.   
 

   Blocks  
Block geometry can be projected all at once in Inventor but if the block is exploded then the geometry 
becomes orphaned.  If individual entities of the block are projected then when a block is exploded in the 
source file the geometry is not orphaned. 
 

  External References 
When an external drawing reference is placed into an AutoCAD file 
as either an attachment or an overlay it can be projected just like 
any other AutoCAD entity.  If the x-ref is detached or unloaded then 
the geometry becomes orphaned.  If you use the BIND option on an 
x-ref it will also orphan the geometry as AutoCAD will see it as new 
geometry and Inventor will not able to reconcile the layers. 
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Attaching and Controlling an AutoCAD Underlay 

To place an AutoCAD file into an Inventor drawing as an underlay, begin by creating a new file and 
saving it as it may cause problems in resolving links in the files.  It is ideal to have the AutoCAD file in a 
search directly for the Inventor project but is not completely necessary.  Inventor will remember where 
the file is stored regardless of project location, however if the file is renamed or moved from its location, 
Inventor will start a normal search priority to locate the missing file and finally return with a Resolve Link 
dialog box if not found.  Use the Import command to begin the placement of the underlay. 
 

     
 

After the AutoCAD DWG is selected, you must select a plane in Inventor to place the underlay.  This can 
be any standard work plane or planar face.  Initially the origin of the AutoCAD geometry will match up to 
the origin of the Inventor file.  To reposition the geometry, right click on the underlay in the model 
browser and choose Translate.  The onscreen controls that appear will allow rotation and translation 
either dynamically or with a specified value.  To make this process easier you can use the locate option 
to more accurately move your geometry to a known point in space.  In the case of an underlay this 
usually means the center point of the file. 
 

  
 

Only one AutoCAD underlay is allowed in an Inventor file at any given time however multiple copies of 
the same underlay may be placed in the same file.   This is beneficial in projecting geometry to different 
planes inside the file when recreating parts.  When placing additional copies of the underlay, the 
placement of the additional copy can be placed on any corresponding geometry and translated as 
needed. 
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Controlling the visibility of layers in the underlay becomes important to visualize what really needs to be utilized 
inside of Autodesk Inventor for geometry creation or layout purposes.  To adjust the layers on an underlay, right 
click on it in the model browser and choose Layer Visibility.  If you have more than one copy of the underlay in the 
Inventor model, then the layer visibility of one of the occurrences will match the other automatically. 
 

 
 

Once opened you can immediately see that the names of the layers and the geometry that is on them is very 
crucial to properly visualizing the geometry inside Inventor.  There are some easy to use toggles in the dialog box 
for layer selection. 
 

 

Option How it selects… 

 Selects all layers – helpful if most layers are initially turned off 

 Deselects all layers – helpful if most layers are initially turned on 

 Selects Inverts selection of current layers – helpful if opposite layers are currently selected 
 

You can also suppress or break the link to an AutoCAD DWG underlay if the need presents itself.  In some 
workflows it would make sense to do this by default if the integrity of the ACAD geometry is in question. 
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Using an Underlay to Create Geometry 

Once the AutoCAD underlay is attached inside the Inventor file, the geometry can begin to be used to 
create new sketch elements and features based on the underlay.  Inventor has a new projection option 
added to 2016 that will take this underlay geometry and make it useable.  Dimension and text geometry 
is not available for projection unless it has been exploded in AutoCAD. 

 
Option How it selects… 

 Selects single geometry one entity at a time 

 Selects connected geometry, closed loop or open loop 

 Selects block geometry 

Once projected, place reference dimensions on the projected entities so that the values can be linked in 
feature modeling functions and other sketches.  Also consider renaming the reference dimensions so 
that they are more easily obtained during the design process. 
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Inside your modeling features ensure you are linking to the correct parameter so that associated 
updates process correctly through the design. 

 
When adding geometry on different orientation planes it may be necessary to either place in another 
underlay on a different plane or to recreate the geometry and link it to driven dimensions to ensure 
proper updating from the source file.  Geometry that shares the same values and are expected to 
update at the same time can be linked together to reduce the total amount of new parameters. 
 

 
 

Having multiple underlays can become problematic if the entire geometry in an associated DWG file is 
moved out of its initial position.  To prevent this, the avoidance of direct projections used as profiles 
would circumvent these movement issues but would require more sketching.  This would require 
considerable more work to accomplish but would be more reliable for geometric updates since only 
parameters are being used in new profiles.  One helpful tip to avoid the continual approval of driven 
dimensions is to adjust your constraint settings to always allow the value. 
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Using AutoCAD Underlays as a Layout Reference 

An imported AutoCAD DWG file can also be used as a layout reference to assembly components in an 
Inventor assembly file. 
 
Layout Reference 
The underlay must be placed into an Inventor part file, which is then 
assembled as a component in the assembly.  This would typically be the 
Base component so that it is grounded and not able to float all over 
Cartesian space.  
 
Creating Relationships to the Layout 
Once the Layout is placed into the assembly you can start bringing in Inventor models to assemble to the 
underlay part.  While constraints work just fine, I prefer the use of Joints as they can now attach to 
sketch geometry.  Below I have one rigid joint doing the work of two separate and just as selection 
heavy constraint relationships. 
 

   
 
Creating New Components in the Layout Assembly
To create new components in the assembly from the DWG underlay, normal Inventor procedures are 
still utilized such as using the Create Component command.  In this image we have the screen.ipt and 
the geometry to be used to create the supports and the screens was projected from the underlay.  You 
can use the same techniques here to create a link (adaptive) or simply reuse the geometry without the 
link.  Here we have adaptive screen geometry and simply copied support beam geometry. 
 
To disable the adaptive link 
during projection from the 
underlay, hold down CTRL 
while selecting.  This may 
be beneficial depending 
what you know about the 
underlay, however any 
adaptive link will prevent 
you from having to create 
relationships afterwards. 
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Other Notables 

There are other aspects to the new association with AutoCAD to consider as well.  Anytime the 
introduction of a linked or associate file is considered, the process of data management around that 
new association should be thought out as well as the new documentation methods. 
 

Vault Integration 
Since the Inventor file keeps an internal hyperlink to the location of the AutoCAD associative underlay, it 
is imperative that even though the file could be stored outside the confines of the Inventor project file, 
that is remains in a searchable work path for Inventor.  Otherwise inconsistencies will create issues with 
the Check-In, Get, Copy Design, and Checkout functions.  Be consistent and make sure your file locations 
are under the search paths necessary for proper data management with Vault. 
 

 
Files located correctly    Files outside the workspace    

 

Copy Design 
When running a Copy Design on an Inventor file with associative DWGs, the utility will find the linked 
reference and allow you copy it along with the parent file.  By default a Copy To option will not 
automatically rename the linked file and should be adjusted as well if you desire a complete iteration of 
the initial design.  Shown below is Vault Professional 2016’s Copy Design. 
 

  
 

Inventor Drawing Manager 
The underlay is not available for viewing in the Inventor drawings but sketches that have AutoCAD 
geometry projected on them can be obtained in similar ways other model sketches are obtained.  Simply 
right click on the part file in the model browser and choose Get Model Sketches.  You can then control 
the AutoCAD geometry visibility with the Drawing Reference toggle on the individual sketches. 
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AutoCAD Underlays vs. Inventor Factory Layouts 

When first introduced to the Associated DWG Underlay in Inventor 2016, a lot of commonalities appear 
to exist between standard Inventor and the Inventor Factory add-on for designing layouts.  While some 
of the core technology is shared between the two programs there are still a world of differences in the 
two versions of Inventor. 
 
Factory Underlays are loaded in the Assembly 
While core Inventor will need a part file to place in an associated DWG 
underlay, Inventor Factory will place the geometry in the assembly and 
allow the user to create multiple sub-layouts.  
 
Factory AutoCAD and Inventor Bi-directionality 
Inventor Factory has the ability to sync changes made in the 3D layout of 
Inventor back to the AutoCAD layout and vice versa thus creating more 
seamless communication between internal project stakeholders whereas the associative DWG in core 
Inventor is one direction only and can be muddled with improper AutoCAD editing techniques that may 
cause geometric failures inside Inventor. 
 

      
 
Factory Asset Libraries and Linked Blocks 
Factory uses a shared asset library comprised of 3D assets and their 2D representations to be used in 
either layout.  This shared system ensures blocks and their assets are always stable and updating 
position as expected in both design products.  This library is an ever growing cloud repository for new 
assets that reduce design time when simplified assets are needed for layouts. 
 
Factory Geometry Snaps 
The Inventor Factory layout tools comprise of easier to 
reference and place geometric snaps to the layout 
drawing as well as stronger connection and assembling 
techniques for the Inventor assets.  The core Inventor 
product relies on standard relationships such as Joints 
and Constraints to finish the design of the layout and as 
such is more manually intensive. 
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Lecture Summary 

Working Associatively with AutoCAD DWG files using underlay 
technology is just one more way Autodesk Inventor is helping you 
make great products and reuse valuable design information. 
 
In this lecture we discovered many avenues for utilizing AutoCAD 
underlays as well as potential pitfalls in the operation when care is not 
given to the process of maintaining the file inside AutoCAD or 
properly executing geometry projections inside Inventor. 
 
AutoCAD underlays can be a very handy resource in design so long that proper considerations are taken 
and assumptions about updating the source file are understood.  It is a great idea to develop processes 
for AutoCAD geometry adjustment when a file has been identified to be utilized inside Inventor.  This is 
easy to do if you are the only one working between the two products, but when you bring vendors, 
additional employees, or even salesmen into the mix, the waters can quickly become murky as to the 
relaibilty of the technology if everyone is not on board with the process. 
 
With proper internal and external education the workflows can work without incident.  Consider adding 
electronic flags to your drawings such as a symbol in the AutoCAD file that states it is being used in an 
Inventor design.  Create new visual documentation such as videos and standard documents of the 
correct process to use at your company to ensure proper updates and stability. 
 
 

 


